Information

Care & Maintenance Products
Clean. Protect. Maintain.

Interstar has something for every need.

Products

Astro Max

Countertop
Cleaner

Stain Remover

WX-50

Kopa Multi-Purpose Concrete Cleaner is an environmentally-friendly detergent. It is a great choice for the routine
cleaning of concrete and stone, and for preparing concrete surfaces for finishing treatments
tr
like sealing or staining.
Kopa is specially formulated for the quick and easy removal of stamping release powder with significantly less
dust than conventional methods.
Astro
stro Max Heavy-Duty Cleaner is an environmentally-friendly, all-purpose,
all-purpose potent detergent that removes the
toughest
oughest dirt and grime: oil, grease, resins and more. Astro Max is safe for concrete, stone, ceramic, plastic
and metal.
Interstar Concrete and Granite Countertop Cleaner is a nontoxic, non-abrasive, environmentally-friendly cleaner.
It is safe for daily use on food preparation surfaces.
Interstar’s
nterstar’s Concrete Countertop Stain Remover penetrates and
a removes food stains from concrete and granite
surfaces. Its targeted action lifts tough stains without affecting the
th surrounding area. It is ideal for non-oil-based
food stains, including tomato sauce, ketchup, hot sauce, mustard,
mu
red wine, soy sauce, etc. and can be used on any
concrete or granite surface.
WX-50 is an easy-to-use, high gloss floor finish that offers exceptional resistance to scuffs and
an black heel marks.
It dries to a shine within 30 minutes. WX-50 is designed for indoor use only. It is NOT recommended for use on
marble, granite, natural stone, painted or unsealed concrete, or unsealed wood floors.
Note: Always refer to the individual product label for instructions.
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Kopa

Apollo
pollo All-Purpose Floor Cleaner gently cleans all types of finished floors
floor - from hardwood to concrete - without
damaging
amaging the sealer. It leaves floors dazzlingly clean with no soapy residue and maintains shine. Apollo’s
pleasant scent leaves areas smelling clean and fresh.
fresh
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